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Presentation Abstract:
Today’s workshop will explore engaging strategies designed to help students develop an understanding
for why we experience moon phases, eclipses, seasons, and time differences on Earth.

Educational Goal:
Our investigations exploring the relationships between the Earth, Sun, & Moon are based on the premise
that children construct their knowledge by building on or modifying the understandings they already have in
place. Furthermore, it is also recognized that children are more apt to learn and remember what they learn when
the learning experiences are immediate and meaningful to them.
Standards:
The workshop that is being presented today can be modified in many ways to accommodate the grade
level and cognitive ability of your students.
Regardless of how you modify your investigation, it is quite certain that your investigation will address many of
the strands the Science & Engineering Practices. Among them, include:
SCI.3-5.2.a - Identify limitations of models.
SCI.3-5.2.b - Collaboratively develop and/or revise a model based on evidence that shows the relationships among variables for frequent and
regular occurring events.
SCI.3-5.2.c - Develop a model using an analogy, example, or abstract representation to describe a scientific principle or design solution.
SCI.3-5.2.d - Develop and/or use models to describe and/or predict phenomena.
SCI.3-5.6.a - Construct an explanation of observed relationships
SCI.3-5.6.c - Identify the evidence that supports particular points in an explanation.
SCI.3-5.7.a - Compare and refine arguments based on an evaluation of the evidence presented.
SCI.3-5.7.d - Construct and/or support an argument with evidence, data, and/or a model.
SCI.3-5.7.e - Use data to evaluate claims about cause and effect.

The following page shows a progression of the Disciplinary Core Ideas with regards to the concepts and ideas
explored in today’s workshop.

Outline of Activities








Shadowstick Investigation
How we view the Moon
Moon Journaling
Moon Phases Models
Other Models that Pertain to the Moon
Solar & Lunar Eclipses
Exploration of Time Zones

Please visit the 6th Grade section of my website:
www.coolsciencelab.com to find the best source of
interactive, on-line activities that explore the relationships
between the Earth, Sun, & Moon.

Directions for Daily Moon Journal
For a good grade on your Moon Journal, please follow these directions carefully:
1. Check the time that the moon rises and sets according to the chart given to you.
This is the only time span during that day that you can observe the moon.
2. Carefully observe the moon. Notice how much of the moon is illuminated
(white) and how much is shadowed (dark). Then notice which side of the moon
is shadowed (left side or right?). In pencil only, draw what you see on your
Moon Journal sheet in the correctly dated box. Remember to “shade the
shadow”. You will not be coloring in the side of the moon that is white
(illuminated), you will be coloring in the opposite side, which is shadowed.
3. Write down the location of where you are observing the moon (home, friend‘s
house, school, vacation, website, etc) above your moon circle drawing every
day.
4. Write a weather description (clear, partly cloudy, etc) under the moon circle
drawing of each box every day.
5. Write the time you are doing the moon observation. Make sure you include
whether it is AM or PM.
6. If you are unable to see the moon because of weather or other circumstances,
you may go to my website at: http://www.coolsciencelab.com
There you will find photos of the moon. Check for correct dates, and use the
image to make your drawing. Make sure you indicate that the location of
observation is from the website. Also write the time of when the photo was
taken, or when you are looking at it.
7. Be neat, accurate and make thorough observations and drawings! And don’t
forget, this is your homework every day!

Questions to think and write about:
Why do we always see the same side of the Moon?
Why does the Moon rise at different times?
Why does the Moon stay up for about 12 hours?
Why do the phases always come in the same order every cycle?
Why can you predict the time that the Moon rises and sets each day?
Why is the Moon a sphere?
Why is the Moon generally white in color?
Why does the Moon have craters?
Can the Moon skip a phase on occasion?
Why does the Moon sometimes look “tilted” when you look at it?
Why are some craters darker than others?
Why does the Moon sometimes have a blue glow around it?
What type of rock is most of the Moon made of?
Does the Moon have any small moons revolving around it?
Does the Moon have a molten core?
What is a “Blue Moon” and why does it happen?
Why is there a new moon cycle?
Why can’t you see the Moon when it is in a new moon phase?
Why do we have eclipses?
Why does the Moon change color?

ECLIPSES
What is an eclipse?
 An eclipse is the perfect line-up of the Sun, Earth, and the Moon.

What causes eclipses?
 The revolution of the Moon around the Earth causes eclipses.

What has to happen for an eclipse to occur?
 Either the Moon has to pass through the Earth’s shadow
(Lunar Eclipse).
 OR the Moon passes directly between the Sun & Earth
(Solar Eclipse).

SOLAR ECLIPSE:

Correctly label each part of the diagram above.

A)

SUN

B)

MOON

C)

EARTH

What happens during a solar eclipse?
 The Sun’s light is blocked by the Moon.
 The SUN, MOON, & EARTH are all perfectly lined up.
 The MOON needs to be in the same plane as the SUN &
EARTH.
 This is only possible during a new moon.

LUNAR ECLIPSE:

Correctly label each part of the diagram above.

D)

SUN

E)

EARTH

F) MOON

What happens during a lunar eclipse?
 The Moon is in the shadow of the Earth.
 The SUN, EARTH, & MOON are all perfectly lined up.
 The EARTH needs to be in the same plane as the SUN &
MOON.
 This is only possible during a full moon.

Why don’t we have lunar eclipses every month?
 The Moon’s orbit lies in a different plane than the Earth’s orbit!

Name: ________________________

Using your globe and the world time chart diagram, determine what time it is in
other places in the world:
Time in
Metuchen:
12:00 NOON
3:00 PM
6:00 PM
9:00 PM
12:00 Midnight
3:00 AM
6:00 AM
9:00 AM

What time
is it in?

What time
is it in?

California:

India:

California:

Japan:

Alaska:

Japan:

England:

Japan:

Thailand:

California:

Spain:

Greece:

Japan:

Iraq:

Kenya:

Philippines:

EXTRA CREDIT:
Time in
Metuchen:
8:00 PM
7:00 AM
11:00 PM
2:00 PM

What time
is it in?

What time
is it in?

Kenya:

Columbia:

Italy:

Bhutan:

Egypt:

Sweden:

Jamaica:

Iceland:

Name: ________________________
Draw which phase the moon is in when it is highest in the sky at the
following times during the day:

12:00 NOON
Phase:

3:00 PM
Phase:

6:00 PM
Phase:

9:00 PM
Phase:

Draw which phase the moon is in when it is highest in the sky at the
following times during the day:

12:00 MIDNIGHT
Phase:

3:00 AM
Phase:

6:00 AM
Phase:

9:00 AM
Phase:

Facts and Figures about Time Zones
(Taken from worldtimezones.com)

What are time zones and why do we have them?
In order to efficiently use and measure time, everyone in the world would like to fix noon as the time at which
the sun is at its highest point in the sky (i.e. when it is crossing the meridian). However, this seems to be
impossible without the use of time zones. Since the Earth rotates at the rate of 15 degrees every hour, the sun is
at its highest point in the sky at different times in the day for different countries around the globe. The idea
behind time zones is that we can divide the world into 24 equal slices or zones, 15 degrees each, and adjust the
clocks accordingly for each zone. We can thus preserve the need to fix noon as the time when the sun is highest
in the sky for each country and yet also make it easy to understand times between different zones. The person
who famously proposed this was Sir Sanford Fleming, a Scottish-born Canadian, in the late 19th century.
Although well-received, this system would only be instituted worldwide in 1929, establishing arguably the most
crucial system of the modern world.

How does it all work?
Time zones are measured by reference to a specific point, namely the Greenwich Meridian. This is sometimes
called the Prime Meridian, and it is located at the Royal Observatory in Greenwich, England. We have
commonly referred to time at this point as Greenwich Mean Time or Universal Time (abbreviated as GMT),
though in recent years it has been used to refer to the more accurate Coordinated Universal Time (abbreviated
as UTC) which uses an atomic time scale. UTC is used as a starting point to determine time in other countries
worldwide. So, for example, if a country is stated as having the time UTC+3, this means that when it is noon in
Greenwich, it is 3pm in that country.

Interesting websites about time zones:
http://www.timeticker.com -This is one of my favorite of all of the interactive time zone maps that I’ve
seen on the Internet. Unfortunately, it uses flash which is being phased out.

https://www.timeanddate.com/time/map/ -This site also has a useful map that’s worth checking out.
https://www.thetimezoneconverter.com/-Just use the drop-down menu to find out what time it is in
various parts of the world.

